YOUR RESPONSIBILITY CODE

The provisions of R.H. Rev. Stat. Ann., Title 19, Section 29 et. seq., govern the responsibilities of all skiers, riders, and guests and are incorporated herein by reference. Skiing and snowboarding can be enjoyed in many ways. At ski areas you may see people using alpine, snowboard, telemark, cross-country, and other specialized ski equipment, such as that used by disabled or other skiers. Regardless of how you decide to enjoy the slopes, always show courtesy to others and be aware that there are elements of risk in skiing that common sense and personal awareness can help reduce. Observe the code listed below and share with other skiers the responsibility for a great skiing experience.

1. Always stay in control.
2. People ahead of you have the right of way.
3. Stop in a safe place for you and others.
4. Whenever starting downhill or merging, look uphill and yield.
5. Use devices to help prevent runaway equipment.
6. Observe signs and warnings, and keep off closed trails.
7. Know how to use the lifts safely.

UPHILL HIKING/SKIING ROUTE

Uphill access to Wildcat Mountain by lift, climbing, hiking or any manual ascent is given only after a trail pass has been purchased for the day or with a valid season pass. Users of facilities do so under NH statutes §225-A:24 and RSA 43:9. The tickets carry WMA liability waiver. When climbing, hiking, or manually ascending Wildcat Mountain, the designated uphill route is Stray Cat to Middle Peckcat to Upper Peckcat and will be identified and posted in the main base lodge at the ticket counter.

SNOW GUARANTEE

Wildcat Mountain’s snow conditions are guaranteed. If you’re not completely satisfied with the trail conditions, simply return your ticket to Guest Services within one hour of purchase and we’ll give you a Snow Check good for another lift ticket valid that season at Wildcat Mountain. Not valid early/late season or with special discount promotions.

SKI BOUNDARY & TREE SKIING POLICY

1. Trees and backcountry areas beyond Ski Area Boundary are not maintained or patrolled by Wildcat Mountain.
2. Trees may contain hazards that will not be marked.
3. Trees are recommended for EXPERTS ONLY.
4. When you pass beyond the Ski Area Boundary, you leave the area of Ski Patrol Services. You are responsible for your own actions, your own rescue and the cost of your rescue.